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Executive Summary
No one understands partnerships better than M&J Valve Services (M&J). In our view, and as this
proposal demonstrates, a strategic partnership with Enbridge is logical, efficient and costeffective. Our service facilities already match Enbridge’s service regions. Our staff is already in
each area providing the widest range of parts and services available. We’re next door, so to
speak, and we’re providing the best value in the industry.
In this proposal you will find detailed verification demonstrating how M&J will:
•

Reduce Enbridge’s costs with services like free delivery (our reps are already in your
key service areas), included field engineering services to extend compressor life, nocost training to maintain effeciency and much more.

•

Build reliable relationships with Enbridge through a dedicated account manager and a
team of service personnel who remain constantly aware of Enbridge operations and
needs.

•

Improve Enbridge’s performance through constant personnel training, precisionengineered parts designed to maximize efficiency, cutting edge tracking and reporting
to maintain the highest quality levels and more.

•

Increase Enbridge’s efficiency through the industries only OnDemand delivery process
that matches local inventory to your usage and equipment and an advanced tracking
and invoice system to maintain the most accurate records.

•

Increase Enbridge’s technical capabilities with a team of in-house engineers and OEM
engineers who guide replacements, manufacturing and analysis with precision.

•

Provide unmatched tracking with the industries most thorough reporting processes.

•

Record our progress and provide constant updates to Enbridge staff so improvement
decisions can be made in real time.

We’ve grown for 25 years and haven’t stopped expanding our capabilities and expertise. With a
bright future ahead for the growth of both organizations, we think you will agree that this
partnership makes sense in every way.
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Scope, Approach & Methodology (Section Summary)
Coverage — M&J’s existing systems provide an unmatched depth of inventory, seamless service
management and gapless coverage for Enbridge system wide. Additionally, we have existing
operations in every region within the scope of this proposal, providing instant, seamless
service.
Products — Choose OEM or manufactured, M&J has the support and capability to offer any part
for any application needed in this proposal.
Inventory Management — Using the efficient FIFO method and incorporating redundant
backups, Enbridge will gain the fastest inventory response time and deepest selection with
lowest cost available. We also match our service center inventories to your past use and
projected needs. No one does it better.
Services — After 25 years of expansion, M&J has built an unequaled range of services specific
to any Enbridge need within the scope of this request … and beyond. From OEM to custom
manufactured equipment, we’ve got you covered.
Order-to-Delivery — Our order to delivery process ensures the fastest, most consistent
response times possible. We accomplish this through our unique OnDemand method of
inventory management and constant communication with your staff.
Invoice-to-Pay — You’ll enjoy our seamless invoice system, prompt customer service and
detailed records.
Quality Assurance — An extensive range of processes, checks, certifications and logs go into
each order you place. The system is audited for improvements and recorded for your reference
in any situation.
Performance & Availability — Everything we do is backed up by our impeccable guarantee to
get you up and running as quickly as possible.
Warranty Management — We provide the parts you need and handle warranty issues on “the
back end.” It’s just another way we make your system more worry-free.
Change Management — M&J has adapted to change for over two decades. We’re no stranger to
evolving, especially when it means we can serve our clients in an improved fashion.
Issues Management — With several layers of experienced managers, we’re equipped to resolve
misunderstandings quickly while maintaining focus on the task at hand.
Training & Awareness — M&J has long provided ongoing training at no cost to customers. This
is provided on-site or at any relevant and practical location Enbridge sees fit. Keeping your
team knowledgeable is one of the primary ways we continue to build our partnership.
Reporting — We developed most of the standard procedures in place industry-wide. Our
improvements go beyond reporting standards and provide you with the greatest level of detail
available.
Environmental, Health & Safety — M&J has a proven track record of standing behind the
safety of our people, our neighbors and our environment.
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Account Management — The key to efficient account management is experienced oversight.
You’ll appreciate how our team of industry veterans vigilantly looks out for efficiencies and
ways to improve your capabilities.
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Coverage
Describe your ability to, and how coverage will occur for Enbridge’s various locations
(businesses, regions, districts, plants, platforms, facilities, systems, etc.). Address products,
services, inventory management, order-to-delivery, and support.
M&J Valve Services has the ability to cover all of Enbridge’s various locations with service
centers, sales offices, manufacturing and parts distribution centers. We can meet almost any
demand through two full-service divisions equipped with the latest CNC machinery to service
Enbridge’s valve repair and parts needs.
Service & Inventory
•

M&J currently operates two full-service repair facilities strategically positioned in
Minden, Louisiana and Moore, Oklahoma — within easy reach of Enbridge’s Fort Worth
and Longview, Texas locations.
o

We operate an additional sales office in Weatherford, Texas with plans to
expand this office to full repair capabilities in 2012.

•

M&J’s staff engineers will synthesize the provided compressor unit data list with
Enbridge’s purchase history to build a customized, comprehensive inventory
management system.

•

Using the custom inventory management data, M&J ensures a 30-day inventory depth
for the entire system at the Minden and Moore sales/service facilities.

•

As an additional fail-safe measure, M&J ensures a 60-day inventory depth for the entire
system at our worldwide parts distribution center in Lafayette, Louisiana.

•

Six (6) account executives will maintain consistent communication with Enbridgedesignated contacts to monitor and make amendments to the system on an immediate,
as-needed basis.

•

M&J account executives initiate the order to delivery process (See order to delivery
flow chart) and, with the support of M&J’s fulltime engineers, provide ongoing
technical support.

•

Parts and inventory support will be available from three sources:
o

Account Executives

o

Inventory Coordinators (for each area)

o

M&J’s dedicated Parts Distribution Center Manager
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Map & Facilities
a.

Provide a map with facilities clearly identified as well as a list of facilities with
capabilities for products and services with their proximity to Enbridge locations.
Include corporate offices, field offices, manufacturing/fabrication plants, distribution
centers, service centers, laundry centers, call centers, drop-off or pickup locations,
inventory/storage locations, labs, etc.
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Complete Facilities Listing
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Coverage Gaps
b. Include any known coverage gaps. Enbridge will not exclude a vendor based on lack of
coverage.
M&J Valve’s currently operating service system is specifically designed to meet the demands of
our nation’s growing natural gas infrastructure, creating NO GAPS in our ability to meet
Enbridge’s needs.
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Products
Describe how your Products meet Enbridge’s specifications.
M&J valve has the capability to acquire and supply a full range of products and services for
every compressor make and model.
•

Makes include, but are not limited to: Ajax, Ariel, Dresser Rand, G.E. HSR, C.P.,
Gemini, Gardner Denver, Joy, Knight, White Superior, and Worthington and more.

•

We can provide a complete offering of OEM or equal-quality seats, guards, springs,
plastic plates/rings, buttons, cushion and wafer plates.

•

After 25 years of service, we’ve compiled a comprehensive, in-house database of valve
OEM thicknesses and only cut those valves down to a level coinciding with OEM
specifications.

Key Benefit: Our ability to provide every exact part and OEM-matched machining mean it’s
never necessary to perform “unconventional” field modifications (such as using multiple
gaskets stacked on top of each other or modify valve cages to get valves correctly installed).
•

This reduces your exposure to failures, downtime and other potential “side effects” of
unconventional or modified field installations.

•

Cutting valves to OEM specs reduces the possibility of catastrophic failures in which the
center of the valve will actually break away from the main valve body.

Inspection: M&J inspects the binding hardware such as nuts, bolts and studs for integrity and
replaces these components as necessary.
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Specifications
a. Provide product specifications on the proposed products. Specifications should include how
the products meet Enbridge’s specifications. Include specifications for seats & guards, plate
material, thickness depending on valve size, etc.
Materials: M&J produces plates made of three material types:
•

Nylon 66 (Nylon) — Nylon plated are used in temperatures below 210 F

•

Nylon 46 (MT) — MT plates are used in temperatures between 190-270F

•

PEEK — Peek plates are used in temperatures between 245-350F

(MT)

Steel Parts: Steel Parts Produced by the M&J valve manufacturing division are made form 4130
Steel. Each batch of steel purchased is of the highest quality and each part produced by M&J
Valve can be tracked back to the batch of steel that it was cut from and M&J Valve keeps the
certificates for each stock order made. Each steel part made by M&J manufacturing is
stamped with a serial number so that if a part is found to be of inferior material the batch can
be tracked and recalled.
•

Please refer to sample steel certificate in Appendix D
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Direct OEM Access
In addition to aftermarket offerings M&J valve is an OEM distributor for:
•

GE HSR

•

Ariel

•

Dresser-Rand

•

Worthington

M&J’s direct manufacturer relationships and ability to offer a full OEM suite of products
provides several key benefits:
•

Enbridge can be certain to receive genuine OEM parts when ordered.

•

With our customized inventory management system, we have the ability to provide
stocked OEM parts in response to emergency orders.

•

M&J has the full manufacturing support of our OEMs to take whatever measures
necessary to get your system up and running. This includes utilizing OEM engineering
support to produce a replacement part of equal quality at our manufacturing facility.
Thanks to our inventory staff, this situation is rare.

•

Each satellite location is additionally supported by a central distribution center which
stocks a backup supply of standard and hard-to-get parts.

•

Our OEM distributor status affords us access to a complete list of valve drawings and
BOMs, in turn giving you operation-critical information such as OEM stack height,
springing options and torque requirements.
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Inventory Management
Describe your inventory management program.
M&J Valve Services maintains the most comprehensive, redundant valve parts and components
inventory system in the industry. It starts with a network of strategically placed service
locations. Each of those locations stocks customer-specific supplies and an emergency reserve.
Those supplies are continuously replenished by a centralized inventory, distribution and
manufacturing center that monitors location supply levels, projects seasonal needs and
maintains and additional reserve. The result is a seamless parts delivery system with a
multistage redundant backup.
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Inventory Allocation
a. How much inventory is carried and how will Enbridge products be allocated and rotated?
Inventory allocation is carried out as follows:
1. Your dedicated account executives, in cooperation with inventory specialists at each
location, review past orders and assess projected seasonal needs to create an Enbridgespecific inventory supply customized for each service area.
2. The service locations maintain a 30-day inventory, specific to your equipment and
seasonal ordering schedule.
3. Our centralized Distribution Center maintains a 60-day inventory, providing a
customized, redundant supply of parts and components.
4. Inventory levels are updated weekly and as are assessments of the history for the prior
3-6 months of usage.
5. Inventory rotation is ensured through the FIFO (First In, First Out) inventory method,
which maintains continuous inventory rotation. This method reduces parts-confusion
incidents during product upgrades, as dated parts do not remain within the system.
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Continuity Plan
b. Describe the business continuity plans process. Describe the affect from prior years’
disasters (i.e. Rita, Gustav, Ike, Katrina) and if there was a curtailment, allocation, etc.
Our ability to weather these conditions is partly due to the location of our centralized
headquarters and primary manufacturing facility. Our site location is well over 50 miles from
the coast and well over 50 feet above sea level. This location keeps us within easy reach of the
Gulf of Mexico region, yet allows us to operate safely beyond any projected surge levels.
During the past six years, M&J Valve Services has operated through weather-related power
outages, freezes, unexpected thunderstorms and the following named storms:
Hurricane Katrina 2005

No measurable impact on business.

Hurricane Rita 2005

No measurable impact on business.

Hurricane Gustav 2008

No measurable impact on business.

Hurricane Ike 2008

No measurable impact on business.

Despite our ability to work through foul weather, we remain vigilant and safety-minded toward
future events. As evidence of that preparedness, please see our recently-updated Hurricane
Contingency Plan on the following pages.
•

Please refer to the M&J Hurricane Contingency Plan in Appendix D
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Services
Provide a list of Services and describe how your services meet Enbridge’s specifications. If
services are packaged list the details of the packages. Include any relevant services related to
Compression Valves such as:
a. Repairs: Provide proof of product performance to meet OEM standards.
b. Testing/Inspections: Provide a list of testing/inspection services. Include tests
performed and how findings are communicated.
M&J Valve is a full service compressor valve company. Of these services the most relevant to
the scope of this proposal is the repair service. Here’s an overview of our time-tested repair
procedures:
a. Each valve is broken down and inspected by a highly trained technician.
b. An “As Found” report is generated for each numbered job:
o

This report documents probable failure mode of the valve, notes what internals
(if any) came installed in the valve and inspects the valves for any physical
damage that they may have incurred during their service.

o

Flange thickness (of the seats) are also checked to determine the likelihood
that a fresh sealing surface can be cut into the seat without taking that seat
below OEM allowable thicknesses.

c. Steel parts are mechanically cleaned using chemical solvents then glass bead-blasted
while the internal parts are identified and reordered.
d. After glass bead-blasting, steel parts are re-inspected for wear in places that are
difficult to inspect before the valves have been thoroughly cleaned (such as the spring
pocket landings for wear grooves).
e. The valves are then machined on CNC lathes specifically programmed for each valve.

f.

o

Using a CNC lathe allows the valve technician to speed up the feed speed of
the cutter as it moves closer to the center axis of rotation which maintains the
same number of cutting passes on each sealing area.

o

This prevents the lathe from tearing at the material which results in a
concaving of the valves seat face and corresponding leakage.

o

Small passes are made when re-cutting the sealing edges until there are no
imperfections in the finish.

o

Seat faces are then lapped on a lapping machine with corresponding compound
to ensure the finest surface finish (6 RMS).

Seat flanges are checked once again for proper thickness.

g. The valves are transported to a “clean” room for careful assembly.
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o

As the valves are being assembled a “Final Inspection” report is started for the
job number and as each valve is assembled several things are double-checked
and this information is marked on the report.

h. Valves are then liquid tested for integrity.
o

i.

It takes a skilled and experienced professional to interpret the results of a
liquid test correctly. The correct way to liquid test is outlined in the memo
available under Additional Liquid Testing Documentation in Appendix D.

The valves are then coated with a rust inhibitor wrapped in industry leading quality
heat wrap, boxed and tagged for return delivery by account executives.

We’ve provided a more detailed review of this process, including sample reports used, in the
following documents:
•

Compressor Valve Repair Procedures

•

Compressor Valve Repair Workflow Diagram

•

Sample As-Found Report

•

Sample Final Inspection Report

•

Additional documentation on the importance of liquid testing

•

Please refer to the following sample documents in Appendix D
o

Compressor Valve Repair Procedures

o

Compressor Valve Repair Workflow Diagram

o

Sample As-Found Report

o

Sample Final Inspection Report

o

Additional Liquid Testing Documentation
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Rush Procedures
The standard turnaround time for our thorough valve repair process is 7 days (5 business days).
In circumstances where Enbridge needs this service to be completed in a shorter time frame,
M&J valve will perform whatever actions necessary to accommodate your needs, including
operations during nights and weekends, reprioritization of existing work schedule and more.
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Analysis
When Enbridge experiences long-term issues with any unit, M&J Valve engineering analyzes the
compressor and its conditions to provide a formal recommendation of changes to the springing,
lift and sealing element material used in a valve. The information required in each situation
varies from manufacturer to manufacturer and with the conditions each unit performs within.
For all compressor makes and models M&J Valve can use our own proprietary calculations to
determine spring force and lift required. In order to provide this detailed analysis, M&J can use
a sample of the valve or available specs to perform measurements as well as the information
listed on the “USA Compression Valve Data Sheet.”
•

Please refer to the USA Compression Valve Data Sheet in Appendix D

About the Valve Data Sheet:
•

This information includes the make, model, stroke, RPM, bore, inlet and discharge
pressure, and the number of valves in each cylinder.

•

There are many situations where the measurement information required is already
tabulated by M&J Valve engineering and the valves will not need to be shipped in.

In addition to the analysis option outlined above M&J Valve has tabulated OEM springing
information from every major compressor manufacturer.
•

Much of this information for older compressor brands have been cataloged from
previously existing parts manuals.

•

As an OEM parts distributor for Ariel and GE, M&J has access to OEM springing for their
entire catalog of valves.
o

Meaning, given a performance run and serial numbers for any Ariel or GE
compressor, we can determine the correct springing and if any upgrades are
available.

o

If upgrades are available we can provide a cost effective plan of upgrade in an
attempt to give our customers the most updated fleet possible.
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Case Studies
M&J is particularly well suited to react to situations where Enbridge experiences ongoing
problems:
•

M&J Valve engineering compiles history, results and findings into a case study which is
presented to Enbridge or kept on file as a record of the problem and what was done to
correct it.

•

M&J Valve compiles each of the “As Found” and “Final Inspection” reports,
correspondence on the issue, associated contacts and pictures of the failed valves into
a unified report stating the initial issue, the process and investigation over the weeks
or months of the project, the findings and the outcome.

•

This unified report is useful for examining failure trends present at the end of a
predetermined period.
o

For example:
§

If a machine shuts down every 3 months for a year

§

Each time those valve failures were analyzed it was decided that the
failures were caused by liquids

§

At the end of that year, the cost of placing larger separation
equipment could be compared to downtime and repair costs caused by
the liquid failures.
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Manufacturing
M&J Valve’s manufacturing division is capable of producing valves of equal or higher quality to
all compressor OEMs.
•

If OEM parts are requested M&J Valve guarantees that those parts will be delivered.

•

In situations where the lead-time on particular OEM parts may exceed requirements,
Enbridge has the unique option to have M&J manufacture exact replicas of the OEM
equipment.

•

Additionally, M&J valve can modify the OEM designs of valves to meet specific
customer requests for custom valves.
o

For Example: M&J has successfully converted ring-style valves to plate valves
while continuing to use the OEM seat.

o

M&J Valve also has its own line of compressor valves which can be custom
tailored to fit any physical outer dimensions and can outperform OEM valves in
some cases. This is especially useful when the application has changed and the
compressor package on site is no longer ideal for the conditions that it is
running in. By building valves with lift, spring pockets and porting specifically
designed for the current conditions seen on a given site, efficiency and run life
can be greatly improved in problem units.
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Tracking
It’s of the utmost importance to M&J that Enbridge’s valve performance is tracked in an exact,
efficient manner. This is the most critical aspect to making appropriate purchase, repair and
upgrade decisions. M&J Valve tracks our customers’ valve performance proactively, helping
spot problems early on and provide timely trending information.
•

Each valve that is repaired in any of our repair shops is given a serial number on its first
repair trip.
o

This number is stamped on to the OD of the flange.

•

From that point on, the time between repair jobs is tracked in our system.

•

If a valve were to appear in our system more than once in any three month period, the
valve would be flagged, prompting a request from M&J to Enbridge to get information
on the conditions seen at site.

•

Additionally, M&J Valve tracks failures by unit where possible.

•

o

If a customer provides information linking each valve to a unit then we track
failures per unit.

o

This is to account for instances where, in several locations, there may be
multiple units which use the same batch of spare valves or that, often times,
spare valves from one unit are used in a different unit in an emergency.

o

Additionally, this type of tracking puts us on the front line when identifying
problem units. We see each repair job associated with the units to help
quantify how well our valves are performing and make changes as needed to
achieve acceptable run time.

Please refer to the Unit Tracking Workflow Diagram in Appendix D
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Order-to-Delivery
Describe the Order-to-Delivery process from beginning to end for the Products and Services
proposed in Sections II and IV above.
M&J Valve’s Order-to-Delivery process reflects the refinement of 25 years in the industry and a
decade of OEM-supported performance. We consistently make improvements to our system,
increasing efficiencies in workflow, delivery and performance.
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Process Flow
a. Provide process flow diagrams for each of the products and services proposed, if a series of
products and/or services can be grouped; provide the appropriate list with the diagram.
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Availability
b. Are your products and services readily available when ordered?
M&J’s valve repair services are available 24-hours a day, seven days a week and year-round on
all in-stock parts:
•

Each division is equipped with a 24-hour answering service.

•

M&J guarantees a callback within 15 minutes of the initial call.

•

Valve parts are available 24 hours a day, yearly on all parts that are in stock.

•

If an item is not in stock, an M&J employee will communicate parts availability from
the manufacturer or third party.
o

Expedited shipping through normal channels are available as well as an MJV
employee to deliver the parts personally on a unit-down situation.

M&J’s comprehensive, customer-specific inventory provides a majority of parts at the fastest
delivery times in the industry. Our redundant backup system also helps eliminate the need for
excessive delivery times.
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Emergency Response Times
c. What are your standard emergency response times?
•

M&J’s standard response time is one week (five working days).

•

In emergency situations, M&J guarantees an equally urgent response, including
immediate response time and 24-hour operations, if required.
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Order Emergencies
d. How are order emergencies handled if it deviates from the standard process?
Emergencies are handled as follows:
a. Enbridge employee relates emergency to M&J contact (account executive, inventory
coordinator, after hours call service)
b. M&J either picks up, ships or has the needed valve personally transported to our
facilities for repair
c. M&J managers process the job immediately by either reordering current work,
assigning overtime or arranging for special work hours
d. Repaired valves are delivered in the most expedient manner possible as arranged by
Enbridge and M&J contact
Parts Orders:
a. Enbridge employee relates the emergency to M&J Contact, who in turn places the
emergency order with our inventory coordinator
b. Inventory coordinator fills order with current stock or orders expedited parts for
specific job (when non-stocked OEM parts are needed)
c. Parts are then drop-shipped to Enbridge location
Please note that there is an overtime charge associated with emergency orders (1 ½ times the
standard labor rate), but this charge applies only when an M&J employee is required to work
overtime. In many cases, we have been able to handle emergency orders within our standard
workflow and will make every effort to do so when possible.
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Delays
e. Describe how delays are managed both from a backorder and delivery perspective.
M&J’s parts distribution coordinator informs the location of backorders and delivery options as
they occur, mostly at the point of order. Account executives discuss with Enbridge the required
turnaround to determine if the delay requires additional resources to remedy. In many cases,
expedited delivery relieves the issue. In all cases, M&J uses every resource at its disposal —
shipping, reserve inventory, OEM relationships, manufacturing, and more — to deliver when
needed.
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Cancellations/Returns
f. Describe how product and service cancellations and returns are managed.
For Valve Repair:
•

Communication from the designated Enbridge contact to their area division is all that is
required for cancellation. Our contacts are available 24-hours a day.

For Parts:
•

If Enbridge is cancelling a non-stocking item, communication with the appropriate
contact is the first step. That M&J contact requests a cancellation/return from the
appropriate vendor.
o

If Enbridge cancels a custom item specific only to Enbridge AND the vendor will
not issue an RMA #, M&J will decline the return request.

o

Cancellation charges are handled as a direct pass-through to Enbridge with no
additional fees added by M&J.
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Restocking Charges
g. Specify any restocking charges for exchanges or returns.
In instances where the vendor issues an RMA #, M&J will return the item inclusive of a customer
restocking fee. The standard restocking fee is 20%. Some exceptions may apply.
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Invoice-to-Pay
Describe the Invoice-to-Pay process.
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Quality Assurance
Describe your Quality Assurance program. Address products and services proposed in Sections II
and IV above.
Quality control at M&J Valve is of the utmost importance and, through the course of 25 years,
we have developed a comprehensive system of checks and balances within each area of
service.
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Methodology
a. What manufacturing methodology do you follow (ISO, Lean Manufacturing, etc.)? What level
is the company and how long have you been at that level?
M&J operates according to Lean Manufacturing principles most famously developed at Toyota.
We consistently review the “Seven Wastes” principles (Muda) developed to ensure the most
efficient operation and delivery cycle.
1. Transportation: M&J minimizes unnecessary product transportation by opening
strategic locations within each customer’s service area. That allows for locally
maintained, customer specific inventories to be transported more efficiently from our
centralized inventory facility, reducing unnecessary transportation risks and costs.
2. Inventory: Our inventory efficiencies are gained on three primary platforms:
a. FIFO procedures reduce the instance of warehousing dated inventory which
would add costs of operation and reduce efficiency
b. Strategic service areas maintain customer-specific inventories, increasing
delivery times and shrinking overall inventory footprint
c. A centralized manufacturing and inventory center provides continuous
replenishment and reserves to the outlying locations, allowing for advanced
manufacturing, ordering and storage to be more precise
3. Motion: Our refined As Found reports, compared ultimately to our Final Inspection
reports, reveal “Motion” damage or setbacks that may occur during the repair or
manufacturing process, allowing for efficient modification on an as-needed basis.
4. Waiting: Our tight turnaround time (one week), customer-specific inventories and
OnDemand delivery systems have reduced “While in Progress” or “Waiting” times to a
minimum
5. Over-processing: M&J’s As Found reporting system determines the exact procedures
required to process valve repairs, virtually eliminating unnecessary procedures
6. Over-production: Our primary method of reducing “Over-production” waste is through
order-history and conditions-based inventory projections made by our seasoned account
staff, thereby maintaining the most precise inventories necessary to fill customer
demand
7. Defects: Highly trained technicians familiar with precision CNC techniques have
maintained an industry leading rate of successful completions as verified by our Final
Inspection and Fluid Testing processes
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Testing Programs
b. What type of testing programs do you have to ensure product and service specifications and
quality requirements are met?
M&J has distinct programs for both the repair and manufacturing processes.
Repair:
Quality control at each M&J Valve location begins as soon as a valve enters for repair.
1. As the valves are torn down an “As Found” report is created. The purpose of this
document is to:
a. Record what parts came in with each valve
b. Record the serial number associated with each valve
c. Denote all observations made while disassembling
2. The general condition of each valve is also noted on this As Found report.
a. Using this method, if anything were to happen to the valve parts during its time
in one of our shops we can reference this report and be certain that the valve
did not come in damaged.
3. The thickness of the seat flange is measured and recorded for each valve.
a. This allows our shop managers to monitor how much thickness is being removed
in the resurfacing process to ensure that it is not being over cut, resulting in
the longest possible life cycle for our customer’s valves.
b. Also, measuring the seat flange is the first check that the valve seats are still
of acceptable thickness based on OEM specifications.
4. Upon completion at the tear down station, valves move to the cleaning portion of the
repair cycle and our shop foreman reviews the as found report for any flags.
a. Anything of interest such as a large quantity of liquid or sand, unusual wear
patterns, excessive heat scarring, broken seats and guards etc are conveyed
immediately to the customer through either the shop foreman or the sales
staff.
5. The seats are cleaned and blasted and then inspected again.
a. Often times there are imperfections not easily visible while the valves are still
dirty from operation.
b. This re-inspection of the valve parts for damage allows a more thorough
inspection.
6. The valves then move to the resurfacing station to be cut on the CNC lathe.
7. Once the valves have been “cut down,” flange thickness is checked once again by the
machinist to be certain that they are still within OEM tolerance.
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8. The valves then move to assembly where a final inspection report will be started for
this job.
Note: The final inspection report requires that the person who completed each job step in our
valve repair procedure verify that that job was done and sign off on that task.
•

These reports are then reviewed by both our shop foreman and the division manager.

•

The assembly hand cross checks the As Found report to inspect for any changes

•

Final inspection report documents the outgoing seat flange thickness, valve lift, guard
depth, spring pocket depth, guide ring thickness and torque used in assembly to ensure
that the valves are still within OEM specifications

•

This results in a comprehensive valve record to be consulted and compared in any
circumstance.

Manufacturing:
1. A job folder is made for each job. The folder follows the part through the entire
process and contains the following forms:
a. Processing sheet
b. Cost sheet
c. Quality control sheet
d. Shipping sheet
e. Part print
2. Quality control begins with the raw material, which is traced with each vendor through
a certificate test data sheet. This provides the origin and Brinell rating.
3. Material is saw cut to size according to part print and material usage is documented on
the cost sheet by steel type and amount of material used.
4. The part enters the Lathe CNC process where an experienced machinist utilized the
part print to prove out the program.
a. Following the first run, it’s checked against the part print and documented on
the inspection sheet.
b. This process is repeated every 5th and 10th run.
5. The part moves to the Mill CNC process, where a machinist uses the part print to prove
out the program.
a. Once again, the part is checked against the part print after the first run.
b. This process is again repeated every 5th and 10th run.
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6. In the wash station, the part is cleaned and prepared for stamping.
a. M&J uses a ProPen to stamp part numbers and manufacturing dates on each
part, allowing more comprehensive tracking and performance records.
b. Once stamping is complete, the part is wiped down and sprayed with
protective lubricant.
7. The part is sent to shipping and wrapped in protective bubble wrap, tagged with an
identification sticker including the make, part number and description.
8. The part is logged on a shipping sheet and prepared for delivery.

•

Please refer to the Manufacturing Forms section in Appendix D
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Forms
c. Submit previous tests and finding and case studies you have conducted or wish to conduct
for compatibility with processes or materials for effectiveness. Include response and analysis
turnaround time.
•

Please refer to the Sample As-Found Report and the Sample Final Inspection Report in
Appendix D
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Performance & Availability
Describe your product and service Performance and Availability program. Address products and
services proposed in Sections II and IV above.
M&J valve stands behind the performance of our products and services to the fullest extent.
•

All products sold with an M&J warrantee

•

We communicate with the manufacturer to recoup our expenditure on the back end

•

All products sold are guaranteed to be free of defects and perform at a level equal to
or greater than OEM standards.
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Life Expectancy
a. What is the life expectancy of each of the products and services proposed?
M&J stands behind every OEM life expectancy for every part provided, often providing
additional service hours beyond the average span of the product. Due to varying materials,
each product has its own life span. Other factors include external conditions, type of material
transported through the valve, and more. With these aspects in mind, we are proud to
demonstrate several ways M&J promotes the extension of product life spans within the
parameters of OEM guarantees:
Seats & Guards: Seats and guards sold by M&J Valve are guaranteed to have all dimensions
within OEM tolerance unless otherwise is specifically requested by the customer.
•

Whether the seat and/or guard is manufactured in our facilities or is brand new from
the OEM, certain key dimensions are checked to ensure that the valve parts will fit
together and in the machine correctly.

•

Such critical dimensions are OD, spicket OD, overall thickness, flange thickness,
assembly stack height, seat face is checked for flatness, guard depth and spring pocket
depth where applicable.

•

This guarantee and additional checks

Sealing Elements: Sealing elements, whether they are steel or made from a plastic option, are
always checked for flatness.
•

This is especially critical when dealing with plastic plates/rings as these parts travel
across varying temperatures and humidity, introducing a possibility of slight warping.

•

A maximum of 0.002 deviation per inch is allowed (this is thinner than one sheet of
loose-leaf paper, which is 0.003in thick).

Threading: Threading is an important check when replacing bolts and nuts in valves. The
threads cut into the seat and guard can, over time and after several tours of service, become
worn out of tolerance and replacing the hardware may do little to remedy the situation.
•

M&J always checks these threads and will advise the customer as to the best course of
action.

Springs: Springs are spot checked on every order made to ensure that the wire diameter, free
length, compressed length and number of active coils are all in line with OEM standards.
•

This check ensures that we are receiving consistency from our spring venders whether
they be OEM or aftermarket.

Recommendations: M&J recommends that the valves should be removed on the annual PM
after consulting with every major compressor OEM and following their recommendations.
•

It is recommended that even if the valves do not appear damaged, that they are
removed and repaired on an annual PM basis.
o

This one year time line assumes that the valves are sprung correctly, using the
correct lift, using the optimal plate material, that no incompressible media
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(liquids or solids) have entered the compression stream and that the
compressor is running in conditions that are conducive to long term operation.
o

•

•

•

M&J Valve realizes that the operating conditions that compressors can run in
varies vastly and is committed to trouble shooting any problems experienced by
our customers using all engineering and OEM resources to set the valves
optimally and track and record the failures for analysis and better performance
in the future.

All internal parts (plates, springs, cushion/wafer plates etc..) are replaced by M&J
Valve Services on every repair job.
o

Because M&J suggests valve removal and repair annually, the life expectancy
for these parts is expected to be one year under optimal conditions.

o

Steel parts (seat, guard, guide ring, stud etc.) can be expected to have a much
longer life.

o

M&J Valve takes off 0.062 (thickness of a seat gasket as per OEM) total from
the face of a seat during the life of that seat.

o

M&J valve will remove only the minimum material required to resurface a
seat’s sealing edges during each repair job.

o

The number of times that a valve seat can be repaired depends greatly on the
condition that valves comes into the shop in, but a best case scenario would
assume 0.010 or less material removed per repair job.

o

If a valve can be expected to run for 1 year in between repair jobs than a
reasonable life cycle expectancy for a valve seat is 5-6 years.

o

Seat life is most often cut short due to liquid intrusion into the compressor
cylinder, which can physically break the valve or scar it beyond repair.

Valve guards can be expected to have useful life at least as long as a corresponding
seat because the valve guard is not resurfaced in repair.
o

Valve guards will generally last until the threads cut into the center become
worn out (suction guards or S/D guards), the springs wear out grooves in the
bottom of the spring pockets or they are damaged by liquids or incorrect
installation.

o

In our experience, the life of a valve guard can be as long as 10 years.

An engineering analysis can be expected to remain valid until the conditions change at
which point the analysis would have to be performed again to ensure that the valves
being run are optimized for the current conditions.
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Incident Reporting
b. How are incidents reported, monitored, and trended for recurring failures?
At M&J, when an incident occurs with one of our products or services it is of the utmost
importance. Our comprehensive tracking system enables us to find the root cause of the
problem and prevent it from happening in the future. Our most common incident correction
occurs as follows:
1. Most incidents are reported from the field and communicated to our sales staff.
2. The salesman then contacts the area manager and informs them that there has been a
problem and to be prepared for the associated valves to come in for repair/analysis.
3. When the valves arrive at our shop the shop foreman assists the tear down hand in
analyzing the valves under the supervision of the area manager.
a. If needed, pictures and/or samples are sent to corporate engineering
department for further analysis.
4. If it is determined that the problem arose as a result of improper installation of the
valve in the compressor:
a. This information is immediately relayed to the customer via the sales staff and
everything possible is done to get the customer back up and running as soon as
possible.
5. If it is determined that the problem arose as a result of a manufacturer defect that was
not caught by M&J during assembly:
a. A replacement part is provided at no cost to the customer and training is
provided to those involved to allow them to quickly remedy the procedures.
6. If it is determined that the problem arose as a result of improper repair/assembly on
the part of the M&J techs:
a. Training is provided to those involved in order to allow them to understand our
procedures including but not limited to a representative from M&J engineering
going on location and adjusting the procedures to be more
inclusive/understandable.
7. Each incident is recorded in that customers file for future reference and failures are
tracked and trended according to the customer tracking service/procedure (see
Services).
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Warranty Management
Describe your Warranty Management program. Address products and services proposed in
Sections II and IV above.
M&J Valve Services provides the most comprehensive warranty management service industrywide. Our knowledgeable staff is able to replenish your needed parts covered under OEM
warranty in nearly transparent fashion. We have systems in place to cover defects, upgrades
and replacements that focus on the most important aspect of your business — uptime.
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Manufacturer Incidents
a. Describe how manufacturer defects, recalls, upgrades, and replacements are handled.
At M&J, when an incident occurs with one of our products or services it is of the utmost
importance. All warranty issues on valve parts and services sold by M&J Valve Services are
handled directly by M&J Valve Services.
•

In any situation where a warranty issue arises, M&J’s No. 1 priority is to get Enbridge’s
system up and running.
o

This means that the customer need not worry about whether the
OEM/aftermarket supplier, M&J Valve or any other entity will be providing the
warranty refund.

o

M&J Valve will ship out replacement parts or re-initiate services as quickly as
possible at no cost to the customer and we will collect the required refund
from the supplier, if applicable, after the fact.

o

M&J will cover the warranty on any valve parts whether they are defects,
recalls, upgrades or replacements.
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Communication
b. How are warranty issues communicated?
c. How do you ensure the communication reaches the appropriate people within Enbridge?
In any case where a customer believes that they have encountered an issue that needs
warranty coverage, the mechanic/parts representative for Enbridge would contact their sales
associate for that region.
•

The M&J sales associate would then contact both the district support representative
(Steve Ingram) and the corporate account manager (Chester Gordon).

•

The district support representative from M&J would then contact Enbridge’s district
team, explain the situation and the steps being taken to resolve the issue.

•

The corporate account manager will contact M&J’s general manager (Ken Nunez) and
make him aware that M&J will be covering the warranty issue.

•

Meanwhile the sales associate will contact the area manager in that area and the parts
will be located and shipped at no charge to the customer.
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Services/Burden
d. What services are included and who carries the burden to remedy warranty issues? Include
transport, service, parts and any other element that might incur costs and how those costs are
distributed.
M&J Valve Services carries the complete burden to remedy warranty issues falling within the
discussed scope, which includes transport, service, parts and more. The products and services
relevant to the scope of this proposal include, but are not limited to:
•

Valve assemblies and their piece parts (seats, guards, plates, bolts, nuts, pins,
wafer/cushion plates, springs etc) and other parts provided at cost or no cost from M&J
Valve Services

•

Valve repair jobs performed by M&J personnel and contracted personnel
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Accountability
e. Who is accountable for damages resulting from manufacturer defects/recalls?
In any instance where a manufacturer defect is determined to cause damage, it is the
responsibility of the manufacturer to accept accountability for damages and remedy the
situation accordingly.
•

•

•

For defects where M&J is not the manufacturer:
o

At no cost to Enbridge, M&J will supply the necessary parts, materials and
training to get the damaged devices operational in the shortest time frame
possible

o

Without any additional work required from Enbridge, M&J will negotiate with
the manufacturer to obtain any reimbursements, if any are available

For defects where M&J is the manufacturer:
o

M&J will supply Enbridge with the necessary parts, materials and training to
get the damaged devices operational in the shortest time frame possible

o

M&J accepts accountability, as stated in our manufacturer’s warranty, for
additional damage determined to be caused by a defect

For all recalls:
o

M&J accepts the accountability for prompt notification of Enbridge’s
designated contacts regarding manufacturer recalls

o

M&J will include information regarding the urgency of the recall and suggested
time frame to change the recalled items

o

M&J accepts accountability for providing the necessary parts and services,
including delivery, of recalled parts and handle cost reimbursement from the
appropriate manufacturers independent of Enbridge
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Change Management
Describe your change management program.
At M&J Valve managing our regulations and procedures is extremely important to providing a
consistent level of service throughout our different physical locations. This includes reacting to
changes in a real-time environment through three critical processes:
1. FIFO Inventory Management — This management system reduces the number of dated
parts in stock, reducing both the waste generated by a recall and the likelihood that a
recalled part would be shipped to Enbridge.
2. Systematic Reporting & Tracking — Systems incorporated in both our manufacturing
and repair processes allow for constant monitoring and comparison analysis from the
beginning to the end of each cycle. This allows M&J management to more easily
identify if required changes are being adopted.
3. Periodic Audits — In addition to systematic change management, spot checks are
performed throughout the organization.
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Monitoring
a. Describe how you monitor and manage existing and changing regulatory requirements.
Periodic, unannounced audits are performed by senior corporate management team members
throughout each year.
1. When a major change to one of these procedures or regulations is necessary or a new
directive is being rolled out, an email will first be sent out from the general manager
to each division manager announcing the directive and requesting a time for a
conference call.
2. That conference call is then scheduled and all manager questions are answered at that
time.
3. Concerns are recorded and considered by the senior management team and changes
are made if necessary.
4. When needed, members of the technical services or inventory management group will
be sent to each location where time can be spent with the division employees to
ensure that all questions are answered and a full understanding of changes to their
work flow is gained.
5. If necessary, new procedural documents are produced and distributed to the divisions.
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Standard Procedures
b. Describe how you adhere to standard operating procedures and standards both existing and
changing.
Beyond the periodic audits, M&J Valve ensures that our procedures are adhered to through our
system of accountability paperwork.
1. After each job in our process is completed the person who did that job signs next to a
corresponding spot on our final inspection report.
2. If it is found that a job was not completed or not done correctly, management will
reference this form and determine if more training is needed or if that individual is
purposely not complying.
3. If it is found that an employee is not complying with stated policies and procedures,
the appropriate action is taken.
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Warranties, etc.
c. How are warranties, recalls, swap-outs, and upgrades handled?
When a warranty issue presents itself, the scope of that issue is determined by the M&J Valve
engineering group.
1. If the scope of that issue is such that the other divisions need to be made aware, the
engineering department will produce an intercompany technical bulletin and provide
onsite training as needed.
2. Regardless of scope, all warranty issues are filed with all relevant information. This
ensures that, if an issue were to ever present itself repeatedly, a trending study would
begin and all divisions would be made aware of the new developments.
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Issues Management
Describe your issues management program. Address issues related to the proposed products
and services in Sections II and IV above as well as inventory, order-to-delivery, invoice-to-pay,
quality assurance, performance and availability, warranty, change, contractual, etc.
When an issue arises with a product or service M&J Valve is committed to resolution and
prevention. In our experience, constant communication throughout the organization has
provided an ability to identify and respond to almost any issue as it occurs. We achieve this
through adequate staffing, consistent status updates and a systematic approach to problem
solving.
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Response
a. Describe how you identify, record, monitor, resolve, communicate, escalate, trend and
manage issues.
An issue can be identified by any member of the M&J organization or one of our customers.
Once it is identified that issue is recorded and trended by the management department. After
the issue has been resolved intercompany memos are sent out to alert the other divisions of
the issue, how to handle it and preventative measures that can be taken to avoid it in the
future. This process, in detail, includes the following:
1. M&J identifies most issues through ongoing, established communication between
executive management, management and service personnel.
2. Once an issue is identified that issue is communicated first to the account executive for
the relevant location.
3. The salesman will then relay the issue through our chain of command to the:
a. Sales Manager
b. Division Manager
c. Corporate Account Manager
d. General Manager
4. If the issue is with one of our products and requires warranty or recall, M&J Valve will
immediately issue the replacement parts as stated in the warranty portion of this
proposal.
a. M&J’s first priority is to get Enbridge’s affected systems operational.
5. If an issue arises with one of the M&J services, the scope will be determined by the
division manager.
a. If the cause of this issue was failure to adhere to the policies and procedures in
place, the technical services group will send a representative out to that repair
facility to ensure that all job steps are understood and followed.
b. If it is determined that the issue arose because our procedure does not cover a
particular situation or is incomplete in any way, a team will be formed
including members from the technical services group, senior management
group and the field services group and the procedure will be modified or rewritten as needed.
c. Issues that arise with the inventory are handled by the inventory manager and
the distribution center manager.
6. Similar to service-related issues, training can be provided as needed by members of the
distribution center team and policies and procedures can be modified as necessary to
become more inclusive.
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Training & Awareness
Describe your training and awareness program.
M&J provides ongoing training in a variety of ways for personnel, contractors and clients. Our
valve schools are some of our most popular programs and are used to update field personnel on
the latest valve applications and products. OEM-related training keeps us abreast of technical
changes and certifies new staff on manufacturer requirements. Each process is performed in a
consistent yet flexible, way on a year-round schedule.
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Types of Training
a. What types of training are provided (i.e. order system, products and services, on-going
maintenance and repairs, quality and/or warranty issues)?
Maintenance & Repair Training
M&J offers on site valve schools that cover:
•

Valve recognition

•

Basic functions of a valve

•

Material choices

•

Valve modification

•

Repairs in the field

•

Information gathering

M&J also offers hands on training at divisional repair centers. This training includes:
•

Valve teardown

•

Information gathering

•

Proper cleaning

•

Valve machining

•

Parts selection

•

Valve rebuild

Product Training
M&J offers Enbridge employees the ability to attend OEM-sponsored training at the
manufactures facility. The trainees will be sponsored by M&J as part of our contractual
agreements with OEM manufactures. Additionally, M&J offers onsite parts ordering training
with our inventory manager that includes information gathering, providing proper data,
inventory overview and receiving.
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Method
b. How is training provided (i.e. classroom style, computer based, on-site at Enbridge, off-site
from Enbridge)?
Valve trainings are provided in an array of styles that best fit the training situation, including
classroom, field instruction and hands-on styles that allow technicians to practice applications.
M&J offers training provided on-site at Enbridge locations when practical. Local classrooms
(off site) are used if Enbridge locations aren’t available. M&J also hosts training at our divisions
when agreed upon by both parties.
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Customization
c. Are the courses customizable?
All M&J courses are customizable. We encourage Enbridge’s input on what is the desired goal
of training. We then use that information to customize each training session.
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Attendance
d. Are their minimum/maximum attendance requirements?
M&J has no minimum/maximum attendance requirements.
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Travel
e. Is there travel required?
The only travel required would be for OEM training at the manufacturer, local travel to an offsite classroom or training at M&J repair facilities, when agreed upon by M&J and Enbridge.
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Reporting
Describe your reporting capabilities. Include descriptions of the types of reports used to
summarize and provide detailed information on volumes, rates, inventory, performance and
availability, testing, technical support and services.
a. Explain how your reports are customizable. Include sample reports as
attachments to the proposal.
b. Describe your capabilities and experience with Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s) or metrics. Provide an example of KPI’s and scorecards.
Rather than respond to each question individually (as previously answered), M&J reporting
information is best described on a report-by-report basis. Detailed descriptions follow,
including sample reports in Appendix D.
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Compressor Valve As Found Report
The compressor valve as found report is filled out by the valve technician in the valve repair
shop. The valve technician inspects and disassembles the valves. The valve technician then
uses this form to document the make, model, and condition in which the valve was received.
The valve technician may also list any other parts found internally within the valve.
•

Please refer to the Sample As-Found Report in Appendix D
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Compressor Valve Final Inspection Report
The compressor valve final inspection report is filled out by the valve technician at the time of
the final job assembly. The final report ensures that all steps in the repair process have been
preformed and that all of the correct parts have been reassembled in the proper manner.
•

Please refer to the Sample Final Inspection Report in Appendix D
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Packing Case Inspection Report
The packing case inspection report is filled out by the valve technician in the valve repair shop.
The valve technician inspects and disassembles the packing case. The valve technician uses this
form to document the make, model, and condition in which the packing case was received. The
valve technician may also list any other parts found internally within the packing case.
•

Please refer to the Packing Case Inspection Report in Appendix D
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Wiper Inspection Report
The wiper inspection report is filled out by the valve technician in the valve repair shop. The
valve technician inspects and disassembles the wiper. The valve technician uses this form to
document the make, model, and condition in which the wiper was received. The valve
technician may also list any other parts found internally within the wiper.
•

Please refer to the Wiper Inspection Report in Appendix D
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Serial Number Log Sheet
The serial number log sheet is used to assign a serial number to each job that is received by
the valve repair shop. The valve technician stamps this new serial number onto the parts once
he completes disassembly. The valve technician also uses this document to record a serial
number that may have already been assigned to this part from a previous job.
•

Please refer to the Serial Number Log Sheet in Appendix D
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Valve Job Card
The job card is created by the office manager once a job is received at the shop. The job card
is then given to the inventory coordinator. The job card documents each part that is used in
repairing or replacing a valve or other compressor part.
•

Please refer to the Valve Job Card in Appendix D
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Inventory Transfer Sheet
The inventory transfer sheet is used when parts need to be transferred internally within the
company between different divisions. The inventory transfer sheet is filled out by the inventory
coordinator. The transfer sheet lists details about the part being requested along with other
details about the order.
•

Please refer to the Inventory Transfer Sheet in Appendix D
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Inventory Turnover Report
The inventory turnover report monitors how many times a part is sold and replaced within a
certain period. This report can be used to help identify high-demand parts, indicating the need
for greater reserve quantities on hand.
•

Please refer to the Inventory Turnover Report in Appendix D
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Inventory Stock Status Report
The inventory stock status report, as its name indicates, provides inventory coordinators with
information on parts availability — critical information for all aspects of the inventory process.
•

Please refer to the Inventory Stock Status Report in Appendix D
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Customer Sales History by Item
Identifying and reporting customer sales history by item (as opposed to purchases, for example)
is a critical component to our OnDemand decision making. This recorded information is part of
what’s used to project future needs and stock nearby service centers to anticipate demand,
decrease delivery time and improve efficiency.
•

Please refer to the Customer Sales History by Item sample in Appendix D
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Compressor Cylinder As Found Report
The compressor cylinder as found inspection report is filled out by the machinist in the
machine shop. The machinist inspects and disassembles the cylinder. The machinist then uses
this form to document the make, model, and condition in which the cylinder was received.
The machinist may also list any other comments or observations made while inspecting the
cylinder. This document will be placed in the job folder upon completion.
•

Please refer to the Compressor Cylinder As-Found Report in Appendix D
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Connecting Rod As Found Report
The connecting rod as found inspection report is filled out by the machinist in the machine
shop. The machinist inspects and disassembles the connecting rod. The machinist then uses this
form to document the make, model, and condition in which the connecting rod was received.
The machinist may also list any other comments or observations made while inspecting the
connecting rod. This document will be placed in the job folder upon completion.
•

Please refer to the Connecting Rod As Found Report in Appendix D
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Final Inspection Report
The final job inspection report is filled out by the machinist at the time of the final assembly
of the job. The final job inspection report ensures that all steps in the repair process have
been preformed and that all of the correct parts have been reassembled in the proper manner.
This document will be placed in the job folder upon completion.
•

Please refer to the Sample Final Inspection Report in Appendix D
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Torque Sheet
The torque sheet is filled out by the machinist at the time of torque on a piston and rod. The
machinist will record the torque specs made on a specific job to reference if the information if
needed for future situations. This document will be placed in the job folder upon completion.
•

Please refer to the Torque Sheet in Appendix D
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Piston and Rod As Found Report
The piston and rod as found inspection report is filled out by the machinist in the machine
shop. The machinist inspects and disassembles the piston and rod. The machinist then uses this
form to document the make, model, and condition in which the piston and rod was received.
The machinist may also list any other comments or observations made while inspecting the
connecting rod. This document will be placed in the job folder upon completion.
•

Please refer to the Piston and Rod As Found Report in Appendix D
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Manufacturing Steel Processing Sheet
The manufacturing processing sheet aids in quality control. After each stage of the process the
machinist inspects the material to make sure that it is still within tolerances and acceptable to
move on to the next stage of manufacturing. The machinist will use the manufacturing process
sheet to record the completion of the inspection task at each stage of the process.
•

Please refer to the Manufacturing Steel Processing Sheet in Appendix D
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Quality Control Inspection Sheets
The quality control inspection sheets are completed once the new part has finished the
machining process. The machinist checks each dimension thoroughly to make sure that the new
part matches with the print given to him by the drafting department. This document helps
ensure that each part is shipped out correctly. Once the quality control inspection sheet is
completed the machinist will place it in the job folder.
•

Please refer to the Quality Control Inspection Sheets in Appendix D
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Manufacturing Shipping Sheet
The manufacturing shipping sheet is completed in the shipping and receiving department. Once
the job has been completed it will be will be packed up and shipped out. This document
records all parts that will be shipped and logs shipping details such as quantity and weight.
Once this sheet is completed it will be placed in the job folder.
•

Please refer to the Manufacturing Shipping Sheet in Appendix D
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Delivery Ticket
The delivery ticket is a detailed list of parts or products that are being delivered or received.
Delivery tickets are created when a job needs to be delivered and an invoice has not yet been
created or completed.
•

Please refer to the Delivery Ticket in Appendix D
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Job Folder
The job folder is created once a job ticket has been created. The folder is filled out by the
office manager, salesman, or shop foreman. The job folder is given a job name and a job
number along with a brief description of the details of the job. The job folder houses all
detailed paperwork about that specific job form the time the parts get to the shop until they
are delivered.
•

Please refer to the Delivery Ticket in Appendix D
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Job Ticket
The job ticket is created in the field by the salesman or at the shop by the shop foreman as
soon as valves or other compressor parts are received. Each job ticket is associated with a
number — this becomes the job number. The job ticket records the company, quantity, size,
and description of the parts that have been received.
•

Please refer to the Job Ticket in Appendix D
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Environmental Health & Safety
Describe your Environmental, Health and Safety program.
M&J Valve Services takes a proactive approach to safety, health and environmental concerns
through detailed and ongoing training and support. This has enabled us to consistently perform
for our customers while ensuring the health of our employees and neighbors. As evidence of our
thorough approach to these issues and to present our policies in the most detailed way, we’ve
included our complete Safety, Health and Environmental Procedures Manual on the following
pages.
•

Please refer to the complete Safety, Health and Environmental Procedures Manual in
Appendix D
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Safety Record
a. Provide a brief summary of your safety record for the past three (3) years specific to Total
Recordable Incident Rate (TRIR).
Organizations with constant growth are faced with constant change. M&J’s TRIR reflects our
ability to react to incidents then adapt policies and procedures to effectively reduce, and
sometimes eliminate the occurrence of recordable incidents altogether. It also highlights our
employee growth in recent years in excess of 50%. As we continue to expand, adaptability is
the key to maintaining our low incident rates.
•

Please see Safety Record Supporting Documentation in Appendix D
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Safety Trend
b. Provide a trend chart showing your quarterly TRIR trend for the past (3) years.
See below.
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Account Management
Describe how you would continue to work with Enbridge as a strategic alliance partner.
M&J has always considered itself a partner in our clients’ business. For 25 years we’ve
demonstrated that commitment through consistent investments in our clients’ operations.
These are just a few of the ways M&J partners with our clients today:
•

We’ve provided on-site engineering to help assess condition-related issues.

•

We provide ongoing training to keep client technicians up to date on the latest parts
and techniques.

•

We invented OnDemand inventory systems to reduce cost and increase response times.

•

We led the industry in process documentation so we can accurately assess trends and
weed out many potential performance failures.

•

We represent our clients’ interests in OEM warranty requests while providing
immediate parts to the requests do not delay operations.

•

We’ve opened service locations to support our clients’ growth into new regions.
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Conflict Resolution
a. Describe your willingness to work through and resolve personality conflicts. Include the
approach used to manage issues and overall client correspondence and conflict resolution.
M&J Valve Services is built upon a corporate structure that assigns employee/employees to
dedicated corporate accounts. This National Accounts Manager (NAM) is charged with working
through personality conflicts, client contact and conflict resolution. M&J Valve is committed to
maintaining an open line of communication at every level.
Conflict resolution will be handled in a systematic manner:
1. Once any issue has been identified, the NAM will contact the Enbridge employee to
discuss concerns.
2. The NAM will then contact the M&J Valve general manager to discuss the issue and take
appropriate action.
3. If deemed necessary, either a phone conference call or meeting between the parties or
division will be held to clear up the conflict or issue.
4. A conflict log will be kept by the NAM and discussed at the quarterly meetings.
Weekly visits from M&J Valve account representatives, monthly manager-level visits and
monthly visits from the NAM to all areas will assist with cooperation from different
personalities. Consistent, proactive communication is our greatest tool for reducing conflict.
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Changes
b. Describe your willingness to work through changes and manage communications.
M&J demonstrates our commitment to working through any concerns by assigning a dedicated
National Accounts Manager to take responsibility for all conflicts, communications and changes.
This allows M&J to offer unprecedented communications between the two companies. M&J
experience with other customer alliances has given us great insight into working with the
customer and being flexible with regard to changes.
Managing communications will be spearheaded by the NAM through site visits and phone
communications, both of which are logged. Steady contact from our account executives,
division managers and the NAM will assure the lines of communications stay as open and
cooperative.
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Contact
c. Who will the person(s) be that will work with Enbridge’s Strategic Alliance group from
initiation to implementation and ongoing management? Provide a Corporate Account
Manager(s) name and contact information.
Chester Gordon will be the assigned Corporate Account Manager (CAM) for Enbridge. He has
extensive experience with handling the implementation of an alliance. He will be responsible
for handling this account from bid to ongoing management of the entire account. He will be
assisted locally by Steve Ingram, sales manager.
Contact information:
Chester Gordon
337-704-0875 direct
337-288-8342 cell
337-704-0855 fax
chesgordon@mjvalve.com
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Attendance
d. Who will attend the semi-annual Alliance Partnership meetings? Provide a list of names and
roles.
•

Chester Gordon, National Accounts Manager

•

Steve Ingram, Sales Manager

•

Ken Nunez, General Manager

•

Darryl Myers, CEO (when necessary)
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Intra-Business Contact
e. Who will be the persons that will work with each of the various businesses within Enbridge?
Provide the contact name, role and information.
•

Chester Gordon, National Accounts Manager
337-704-0875 direct
337-288-8342 cell
337-704-0855 fax
chesgordon@mjvalve.com

•

Steve Ingram, Sales Manager
817-597-1664 mobile
steveingram@mjvalve.com

•

Ken Nunez, General Manager
337-704-0871 direct
337-962-7701 mobile
337-704-0855 fax
knunez@mjvalve.com
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Technical Contact
f. Who will be the technical contacts that will work with the Enbridge compression group?
Provide the contact name, role and information.
•

Jay LeBlanc, Engineer
337-704-0866 direct
337-322-5121 mobile
337-704-0855 fax
jayleblanc@mjvalve.com

•

Andrew Sonnier, Engineer
337-704-0870 direct
337-258-8031 mobile
337-704-0855 fax
andrewsonnier@mjvalve.com

•

Ken Nunez, General Manager
337-704-0871 direct
337-962-7701 mobile
337-704-0855 fax
knunez@mjvalve.com

•

Darryl J Myers, President
337-769-9260
337-344-0642 mobile
337-769-0897 fax
darrylmyers@mjvalve.com
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Pricing Terms & Conditions
Describe your proposed pricing structure and terms and conditions.
a. Provide pricing for all products and services proposed. Include initial product and/or
service order as well as ongoing/re-orders. Provide quotes and other fees for services
not mentioned.
M&J, through the course of this proposal, has made every effort to provide an unsurpassed
level of detail. With that same intention, we have provided extensive and detailed pricing. Due
to the complex nature of this pricing, we find it most useful to provide it in a larger formatted
appendix:
•

Please refer to our complete proposal price list labeled Appendix E
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b. Separate out products, services and any estimated delivery or destination charges.
M&J range of offerings, from OEM to custom-fabricated, comprises an exhaustive list of
options for any Enbridge need. Upon receipt of any detailed list provided by Enbridge,
M&J will return a delineated list of products, services and destination charges.
c. Provide minimum quantities.
M&J does not require minimum quantities.
d. Include discounts schedules for breakpoints and/or large volume purchases.
N/A
e. Include various packaging options.
Please refer to the Repair Procedures listed under the SERVICES section of this
document.
f.

Provide price quotes for trucking costs and other fees or services not mentioned.
M&J account executives and designated representatives pick up and deliver valves and
parts at no cost to Enbridge.

g. Include price guarantee verbiage where applicable.
M&J pricing is guaranteed for the life of this contract with the following single
exception: OEM price changes will be reflected.
h. Describe in specific terms any fees as well as terms and condition requirements.
M&J reserves “standard conditions,” specific rights regarding the sale of its products as
delineated on each of our invoices. Unless specifically agreed upon otherwise in this
proposal, the standard conditions will apply.
o
i.

Please see a copy of the Terms and Conditions for Sale of Valves, Parts, Field
Services and Repairs in Appendix D

Describe in specific terms and price any suggestions that your company can offer to
Enbridge as efficiency and price improvements for the purchase of Compression
Valves.
M&J offers standardized pricing and, through the in-house engineering department,
provides optimized valve performance designed to increase valve life across all
Enbridge regions within a year, increasing uptime and saving money.

j.

Describe any improvements and/or ancillary services offered at no cost to customers
by your company that my benefit Enbridge.
M&J provides an unmatched range of additional, no-cost service and support benefits,
including:
•

In-House Engineering Team
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•

OEM Engineering Team

•

Field Engineering Support

•

Failure Analysis Assistance

•

In-House Manufacturing

•

No-Cost Parts Inventory and Delivery

•

Traceability

•

Unsurpassed Technical Support

•

Direct OEM Relationship

•

No-Cost Training

•

Quality Guarantee

•

Excellent Safety Record

•

Shared Knowledge Database

•

Lowest Long-Term Cost

k. Describe in specific terms and insurance, licenses and permit requirements.
M&J requires standard tax reporting documentation including tax ID number, W-9 and
other forms for proper reporting.
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Appendix A: General
a. Clearly identify any requirements that cannot be satisfied. As described in the
Evaluation Factors for Award section of this RFP, the proposals will be scored based on
the requirements with weight factors assigned accordingly. No supplier will be
excluded as a result of not being able to provide products or services outside of their
core businesses. It is important to note, if requirement gaps are not clearly identified
this till impact the proposal scores.
M&J is capable of satisfying all requirements as outlined previously.
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Appendix B: Company Overview
Provide the following about your company:
a. Official registered name (Corporate, D.B.A., Partnership, Etc.), Dun & Bradstreet Number,
Primary and secondary SIC numbers, address, main telephone number, toll-free numbers, and
facsimile numbers.
Official Registered Name: M&J Valve Services, Inc.
Dun & Bradstreet Number: 104025697
Primary SIC Number: 3499
Secondary SIC Number: 1389
Address: 110 Gill Drive, Lafayette, Louisiana 70507
Main Telephone: 337-769-9260
Main Facsimile: 337-769-0897
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Key Contact
b. Key contact name, title, address (if different from above address). Direct telephone and
fax numbers.
Darryl J Myers, President
337-769-9260
337-344-0642 mobile
Ken Nunez, General Manager
337-704-0871 direct
337-962-7701 mobile
Ches Gordon, Director Business Development
337-704-0875 direct
337-288-8342 mobile
Debbie Sprague, Comptroller
337-704-0860 direct
debbiesprague@mjvalve.com
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Authorized Designee
c. Person authorized to contractually bind the organization for any proposal against this RFP.
Darryl J Myers, President
337-769-9260
337-344-0642 mobile
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Company History
d. Brief history, including year established and number of years your company has been
offering Compression Valves.
M&J Valve Services provides the widest range of natural gas compression parts and services
nationwide and beyond. Our commitment to quality, safety and unbeatable service has earned
the trust of America's industry leaders. Our consistent performance has also earned us
distribution partnerships with the world's best brands.
Founded with one office in Lafayette, Louisiana, the organization has grown over 25 years to
maintain staff and service locations in nine states, providing operators exploring America's
major natural gas finds with fast access to the best possible parts and supplies.
Our growth derived from three core principles that still drive us today:
Hunger: We've always been hungry to be the best and that's fueled our tenacious desire
to improve quality, designs and access to the world's best parts. To be the best, from a
distribution standpoint, also means providing unbeatably quick parts anytime,
anywhere.
Knowledge: In today's world, knowledge means more than book smarts. It means
knowing your products so well, you're asked to share your knowledge by training field
professionals (feel free to ask us how we can help you with this). It means
understanding why valves fail so we can help you increase your uptime and lower
expenses. In today's worked, knowledge is strength and it's pushed us to the lead every
time.
Commitment: When you do what you say, time and time again, you've got
commitment. From day one, we’ve stood by our word. On time delivery. Valve
performance. Traceability. There’s not an aspect of our work that isn’t taken seriously.
While hunger and knowledge start and lead our business, commitment keeps our
wheels of success in motion. It keeps clients returning, even after they’ve been wooed
away by what they thought was a better deal. That’s because a committed service
provider is the only one worth having.
M&J Valve Services — We didn't invent the valve. We reinvented the service.™
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Appendix C: References
Provide three current corporate references for which you have performed similar work.
1. USA Compression
Clif Sears, Director of Operations
580-309-0039 cell
405-392-3429 office
csears@usacompression.com
Mid-Continent Region
Oklahoma City, OK
2. Midcon Compression
Steve Byrd, District Manager
817-733-3792 cell
817-556-2462 office
steve.byrd@chk.com
Barnett Shale Region
Ft. Worth, TX
3. Valerus
Tim Mann, Vice President of Operations
337-303-3755 cell
337-374-3239 office
tmann@valerus-co.com
Southeast Region
Broussard, LA
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